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Handling error scenarios and externalizing input 

and assert expressions in MUnit  

 

Objective: 

We are going to write test cases for the scenarios where the flow is going to throw errors. 

 

The application we are going to test is   

Database configuration  

 

 

Query  
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Database  

 

Postman Request and response 

 

Error handler “transform messages”  

DB:CONNECTIVITY  MULE:ANY  
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Step 1: Select the flow you want to test (“lookup-based-on-customer-name”) then right-click 

on the flow and click on “MUnit” then “Create blank test for this flow”. This creates a blank 

test flow where you can write your test cases and also it creates a test suite. 

 

 

 
Step 2: Now drag and drop a “Set Event” processor from the “MUnit” module in the mule 

pallet before the flow reference in the execution part of the test flow.  

 
Step 3: Now we need to externalize the values we are going to set in the “Set event”. We 

need to create a package in “src/test/resources”.  

Right-click on “src/test/resources” and then on “new” and then on “package”. 
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Put the package name as “getcustomerbyname.dbconnectivity” and click on finish. 

 

 

Step 4: Now right-click on the package “getcustomerbyname.dbconnectivity” then “New” 

and then file 
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Then give the file name as “event_attributes.dwl” and click finish. 

 

 

Now double-click on the “event_attributes.dwl” it opens the file. Paste this expression below 

{ 

 queryParams:{ 

  name:"Yuvraj" 

 } 

} 

 

And save the file. 

Step 5: Now we need to refer to this in the “Set event” processors attributes section.  

Now go to the attributes section in the “Set event” processor and click on the expression 

mode in “value” (highlighted as 1) then click on the button highlighted as 2. 
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Then copy and paste this expression  

readUrl("classpath://getcustomerbyname/dbconnectivity/event_attributes.dwl"

) 

 

Then click on done  

Step 5: Now drag and drop an “Assert Expression” from the “MUnit Tools” module in the 

mule pallet to the “Validation” section of the test flow. 

 

Step 6: Now we need to externalize the expression we are going to assert  

 

Now create a file with the name “assert_payload.dwl” in 

“getcustomerbyname.dbconnectivity”  
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Open the “assert_payload.dwl” file and paste the expression below  
 

import * from dw::test::Asserts  

 --- 

payload must equalTo({ 

 Status: 200, 

 Message: "cannot connect to database" 

}) 

 

 

Now save the file  

Step 7: Now we need to refer to this file in “Assert Expression”  

Copy and paste the expression below expression in “Expression” section of assert expression. 

 

import getcustomerbyname::dbconnectivity::assert_payload 

 --- 

assert_payload::main({payload:payload,attributes:attributes,vars:vars}) 
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Step 8: Now we need to mock the database “component” to throw a “DB:CONNECTIVITY” 

error. 

Drag and drop a “Mock when” in the “Behavior” section of the test flow from the “MUnit 

Tools” module in the mule pallet. 

 

Step 9: Now go to mock when and click on “Pick processor” then select “fetching customer 

data” and then select “doc:id”  

 

Then click on “OK” 

Step 10: Then go to the “Error” section in “Then return” in “Mock when” and paste the 

expression below in “TypeId” 

DB:CONNECTIVITY 
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Step 10: Now save the project and we need to run the test case. Double-click on the test flow 

right-click and then click on “Run MUnit test”. 

 
You will see the test case will successfully pass. 

 

 

In the above scenario, we are testing the error which is handled by “on error continue”. 

Now in the second scenario, we are going to test the errors that are handled by “on 

error propagate”. 

 

Objective: 

Writing the test cases for the scenario where the error is handled by “on error propagate”. 

 

Step 1: Select the flow you want to test (“lookup-based-on-customer-name”) then right-click 

on the flow and click on “MUnit” then “Create blank test for this flow”. 
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Step 2: Now drag and drop a “Set Event” processor from the “MUnit” module in the mule 

pallet before the flow reference in the execution part of the test flow.  

 

Step 3: Now we need to externalize the values we are going to set in the “Set event”. Create a 

package with the name “getcustomerbyname.any” in “src/test/resources”  

(If you forgot the steps refer to the steps of the above scenario) 
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Step 4: Now create a file with name “event_attributes.dwl” in the package 

“getcustomerbyname.any” .  

 

Now paste the expression below into that file and save it. 

{ 

 'queryParams':{ 

  'name':"Yuvraj" 

 } 

} 
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Step 5: Now we need to refer to this file in the attributes section of the “Set Event” processor  

Paste the below expression in the attributes section of “Set event” processor. 

readUrl("classpath://getcustomerbyname/any/event_attributes.dwl") 

 

 

 Step 6: Now drag and drop an “Assert Expression” in the “validation” section of the test 

flow   

 

Step 7: Now we need to externalize the expression we are going to assert  

 

Now create a file with the name “assert_payload.dwl” in “getcustomerbyname.any”  
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Step 8: Now paste the below expression into that file and save it. 

import * from dw::test::Asserts  

 --- 

payload must equalTo({ 

 Status : 500, 

 Message : "MULE:ANY" 

}) 

 

 

 

Step 9: Now we need to refer to this file in “Assert Expression”  

Copy and paste the expression below expression in the “Expression” section of assert 

expression. 

 

import getcustomerbyname::any::assert_payload 

 --- 

assert_payload::main({payload:payload,attributes:attributes,vars:vars}) 

 

 

 

Step 10: Now we need to mock the database “component” to throw a “MULE:ANY” error. 

Drag and drop a “Mock when” in the “Behavior” section of the test flow from the “MUnit 

Tools” module in the mule pallet. 
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Step 11: Now go to “Mock when” and click on “Pick processor” then select “fetching 

customer data” and then select “doc:id” 

 

Then click on “OK” 

Step 12: Then go to the “Error” section in “Then return” in “Mock when” and paste the 

expression below in “TypeId” 

MULE:ANY 
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Step 13: Now we need to wrap the flow reference in try-catch. 

Right-click on the flow reference and go to wrap in then click on try.  

 

 

Step 14: Now drag and drop a on error continue on the error handling section of the try-catch 

 

 

Step 15: Now drag and drop a logger on the “On Error Continue” section. 
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Now write “In on error continue” in the message section of the logger 

 
 

(We are wrapping up the flow reference in try-catch because the error thrown in the main 

flow will be propagated to the flow reference because it is handled in “on error propagate” so 

the control will not go to “Assert expression” if not wrapped in try-catch) 

 

Step 16: Now save the project and we need to run the test case. Double-click on the test flow 

right-click and then click on “Run MUnit test”. 

 

You will see the test case will successfully pass. 
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Parameterization 

Objective: 

We are going to parameterize the event attributes and the expression we want to assert.  

 

Step 1: Select the flow you want to test (“lookup-based-on-customer-name”) then right-click 

on the flow and click on “MUnit” then “Create blank test for this flow”. 

 

 

Step 2: Now drag and drop a “Set Event” processor from the “MUnit” module in the mule 

pallet before the flow reference in the execution part of the test flow.  
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Step 3: To parameterize the attributes we need to write the expression below  

{'queryParams':{'name': Mule::p('custname')}} 

 

(p() function returns a string that identifies the value of one of these input properties: Mule 

property placeholders, System properties, or Environment variables) 

Copy and paste the above expression in the “Attributes” section of the “Set Event”  

 

 

Step 4: Now drag and drop an “Assert Expression” in the “validation” section of the test flow   

 

Step 5: Now paste the below expression in the “Expression” section in “Assert expression” 

import * from dw::test::Asserts  

 --- 

payload must haveSize(Mule::p('size') as Number) 
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Step 6: Now we need to pass the parameters we mentioned in the p() function. 

Now go to “Global Elements” and select “MUnit Configuration” and click on Edit  

 

 

This window will pop up 

 

Step 7: click on the “+” button in the “Parameterization” section give the parameterization 

name as custname and click on “OK” (It can be any name under this we are going to define 

groups of parameters which we will pass) 
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Step 8: Now select custname and click on the “+” button on the “Parameter name and 

value” section. Add “Parameter name” ass custname and “Value” as Yuvraj and click on 

“OK”.   

 

Step 9: Now add another parameter with “Parameter name” as size and “Value” as 2 and 

click on “OK”.   
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Step 10: Click “OK” In the Global Element Properties window  

 

Step 10: Now you are going to see some errors in the “MUnit Configuration”. This is 

occurring due to a bug in Anypoint Studio. Go to configuration XML you can see  

<munit:parameterization> is repeating. 

 

The tags highlighted in red are repeating. Now remove the tags and the errors will be gone. 

(The number of elements repeating may differ, just removing the duplicates will solve the 

issue) 
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Step 11: Now save the projects and run the test case  

 

You will see the test cases run successfully  

 

Step 12: Now change the value of “size” to 1 in the “Global Element Properties”  
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Now click on “OK” and again click “OK” in “Global Element Properties” save the project 

and run the test case. You will see the test case fails.  

 

This is because with the query parameter “Yuvraj” there are two 2 records in the database and 

we are giving the size as “1”. Previously we gave the size as 2 that’s why it passed.  

You can see the reason in the error section  
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